Lab-Grown Luxury Turns Heads
in the Fashion World
The sparkle of lab-grown diamonds by 302® Fine Jewelry has
caught the eye of some of the most important influencers in
the fashion industry. Bezel-set graduated drop earrings from
the 302® Fine Jewelry x Modern Brilliance® collaboration are
featured this month in ELLE and Harpers BAZAAR magazines. The
stunning earrings feature ten lab-grown diamonds each and were
first noticed by the team at Marie Claire late in 2020. This
year, they are the definition of luxury that comes at an
undeniable value.

Emily Graffagnino, Stuller’s Senior Director of Fine Jewelry,

says the excitement surrounding these earrings comes after
years of work to re-define the 302 Fine Jewelry brand. The
team aims to curate the designs to be easy for everyday wear,
long lasting in quality, and provide an outlet for self
expression.

Graffagnino says, “With 20 dazzling lab-grown diamonds, these
earrings are elegant and dramatic and are the perfect show
stopper for any occasion. She’ll be sure to stand out no
matter where she goes!”

Designed By Women For Women
The brand was re-launched last year with a renewed focus on
helping women to wear their personality in the form of unique
fine jewelry. The effort has been a major success for 302 Fine
Jewelry partners.

Graffagnino goes on to say, “The bottom line is that fine
jewelry makes everything look better- from your little black
dress to your favorite t-shirt and jeans. When we work on the
302 Fine Jewelry designs, our primary goal is to make women
feel beautiful and empowered. The designs are meant to
complement the strong beautiful women who choose to wear
them.”

The inspiration for these earrings can be described as
‘effortless elegance’. They transform any look with eyecatching sparkle and an attractive price point to match. They
are shown in 14k white gold but are also available in 14k rose
and yellow gold with friction backs included.

What is Modern Brilliance®?
The 302® Fine Jewelry x Modern Brilliance® collaboration is a
curated selection of our top trending and essential lab-grown
Diamond fine jewelry styles. These include earrings,
necklaces, rings, and bracelets.

Shop the 302 Fine Jewelry x Modern Brilliance Collaboration

Look for February issues of ELLE and Harper’s BAZAAR on
newsstands now and look out for more new styles from 302 Fine
Jewelry in the coming months.

Check out more 302 Fine Jewelry products featured in noted
publications in our previous blog posts.
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